Introduction 44
Wheat, similarly to rice and maize, is a major crop worldwide and is important for world food 45 supplies. Pre-harvest sprouting, which is triggered by continuous rainfall during seed development, 46 is seed germination on mother plants. This germination decreases seed quality and causes extensive 47 economic damage to cultivation efforts. Seed dormancy is a major regulation factor affecting pre-48 harvest sprouting. Seed dormancy inhibits germination of seeds under favorable conditions (e.g.
49 temperature and moisture). Nevertheless, it occurs after seed maturation has been completed [1] .
50
Therefore, enhancing seed dormancy is an important breeding objective for avoiding pre-harvest 51 sprouting damage.
52
Seed dormancy is induced and developed during seed maturation. Embryo development is 53 completed at the early developmental stage (around 15 days after pollination: DAP15) in wheat [2] .
54
Endosperms develop at the middle stage (DAP15-DAP30). The seed fresh weight reaches its RNA isolation, library preparation and sequencing 140 Total RNA was isolated from three embryos on DAP20, DAP30, and DAP40 using a 141 commercial kit (FastRNA Pro Green; Qbiogene Inc. DEGs were down-regulated at both of DAP20 and DAP30 ( Fig 3A) . Most down-regulated genes on 209 DAP40 showed stage-specific expression. No overlap with other developmental stages was 210 observed. Up-regulated genes in RSD32 showed less overlap among developmental stages. Actually, 211 most of the up-regulated genes were expressed specifically at each developmental stage ( Fig 3B) . Norin61. Circadian-clock-related genes were also identified as up-regulated genes in RSD32. Genes 226 homologous to FAR1-RELATED SEQUENCE 12-LIKE and CONSTANS-LIKE 9 were found to be 227 expressed higher in RSD32 than in Norin61 on DAP20 (Table 3) . A homologous gene to TOC1 was 228 also expressed 2.4 times higher in RSD32. Down-regulated genes found on DAP30 were also enriched with several functions. Genes 240 homologous to PIF1-LIKE CCA1 and LHY were down-regulated in RSD32 (Table 2 and S1 Table) .
230

241
However, genes homologous to PHYTOCLOCK1 and LUX-B showed higher expression in RSD32 242 on DAP30 (Table 4) . Genes homologous to CONSTANS-LIKE 9 and FAR1-RELATED SEQUENCE 243 5-LIKE were expressed, respectively, 2.7 times and 2.5 times higher in RSD32. Expressions of genes 244 homologous to CCA1 and LHY were inhibited in RSD32 at both DAP20 and DAP30. Down-regulated genes in RSD32 at both of DAP20 and DAP30 were enriched to HEAT SHOCK
246
PROTEINs (Table 2) . Although some DEGs were identified as gene expression, oxidation-reduction 247 process and protein metabolic process related genes on DAP40, circadian clock related genes were 248 not found in DEGs on DAP40 (S2 and S3 Tables).
249
250 Among DEGs, genes homologous to circadian clock and Ca 2+ signal transduction related 256 genes were abundant. In Norin61, genes homologous to CCA1 and LHY showed the highest 257 expression on DAP20. Their expressions were lower following seed development (Table 5 ). RSD32
258 showed lower expressions of CCA1 and LHY than those of Norin61 on DAP20 or DAP30. However, 259 genes homologous to TOC1 expressed higher in RSD32 than those in Norin61 at all developmental 260 stages. Homologous gene to PHYTOCLOCK1 showed higher expression in RSD32 on DAP20 and 261 DAP30, similarly to TOC1, but the difference was less apparent on DAP40. In other circadian clock 262 related genes, genes homologous to LUX-B and CONSTANS-LIKE showed higher expressions in 263 RSD32. Also, genes homologous to LNK1, FAR1, and RVE6-LIKE showed lower expression in 264 RSD32. Consequently, RSD32 mutation was inferred to affect the expressions of circadian clock 265 related genes in different manners. DEGs related to circadian clock regulation were divided into two groups based on mutant effects on the expression for inhibition or enhancement.
267
268 investigating the regulation of seed dormancy have specifically examined the regulatory pathways of
